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Makoko Floating School
Lagos, Nigeria

I.   Introduction

  The Floating School in Makoko, Nigeria, designed by NLÉ architects in 2011 and completed in 2013, is 
a small “watercraft” that offers the local community space to expand its current only school. The village, 
located on the edges of Lagos’s mainland, is an informal settlement faced with, amongst many others, 
challenges of land tenure, lack of public services and inadequate response to flooding and climate change. 
The Floating School offers an innovative prototypical response to these challenges, by being simultaneously 
an educational facility and a space for community use, and, symbolically, a landmark for Makoko both 
locally and internationally.

II.   Contextual Information 

A.   Brief historical background

  The project is in Lagos, Nigeria, between the mainland and the islands, in the lagoon stretch outside Makoko-
Iwaya village, next to the Third Mainland Bridge. The city is one of the largest and fastest growing urban 
agglomerations in the world, and is an emblematic physical portrayal of global inequality. Historically, it 
originated in the 15th century as a Yoruba port city around a constellation of islands separated by channels and 
protected from the Atlantic Ocean by long sand bars. Its present name, Lagos, was given by the Portuguese 
(the name means “lakes”) who first visited in 1472. Britain seized Lagos in 1852 and retained control of 
Nigeria until 1960. With the increase of population, settlements gradually expanded from the islands towards 
the mainland. Lagos was the capital of Nigeria between 1914 and 1976, and still today it retains its status as 
the financial and cultural centre of the country. No exact population figures are available, although current 
estimates put it at around 16 million for the entire metropolitan area. 

  Makoko is a fishing village established by the Egun (sometimes called Ogu) population, originally from 
Benin, who came to live in the marsh wetlands on the southwest borders of the lagoon in the late-19th 
century. They were and remain marginalised, and today are at risk of eviction given that the location they 
occupy has become prime waterfront land. Currently, land ownership and legal status does not exist for 
most of the residents, particularly those who occupy areas in the lagoon. The community is by no means 
homogeneous, since it comprises five different groups, each led by a chief, known as a “Baale”. Egun is 
their common language. There are no exact population figures available, and in fact the government has 
repeatedly avoided including them in the census in order to not officially recognise them as inhabitants of 
the 72-hectare area, although estimates suggest that more than 100’000 people live there. Their faiths vary, 
and include Christianity, Islam and African traditional religions. 

B.   Local architectural character 

  Lagos presents a multiplicity of built forms. Particularly on Lagos Island there are still many buildings 
erected under British rule that show the influence of colonial style. During post-independence urban growth, 
a number of modernist buildings were added to the fabric, inspiring also much of the later construction. A 
typical example of this is the University of Lagos campus, with its many examples of exposed reinforced 
concrete structuralism. It is worth mentioning that Kunle Adeyemi of NLÉ Architects is a graduate of Uni 
Lagos, where one of his most influential teachers was Professor Olusanya, who has a passion for teaching 
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students the intrinsic relation between structure and space. Today the market-led real estate on the islands has 
seen the explosion of high-rise buildings and high-end international architecture. In Makoko, conversely, it is 
hard to tell the age of the structures. Everything is built of wooden stilt frames, one- or two-storeys tall, with 
varying infill, depending on the means of each family. Roofs are generally metal sheeting. A lot of reuse and 
recycling is seen in the inhabitants’ entrepreneurial adaptation of scarce and limited resources. 

 
C.   Climatic conditions

  Lagos has a tropical wet and dry climate, that borders on a tropical monsoon climate. It experiences two 
rainy seasons, with the heaviest rains falling from April to July and a weaker rainy season in October and 
November. The longer December to March dry season is accompanied by Harmattan winds from the desert. 
Temperatures range between 22°C and 32°C. Yearly average is 26.4°C. Particularly in the heavy rain season, 
rainfall can be quite severe, averaging over 300 mm per month. Although mean annual rainfall has remained 
constant in recent years, due to climate change there have been fewer rainstorms recorded, creating a tendency 
for more severe precipitation and more floods.

D.   Site and surroundings 

  The Floating School is located on the eastern edge of Makoko, just south of the mouth of the main canal. 
Access is by boat only. From the mainland one tarmac road, Makoko Street, feeds the settlement via various 
entry alleys that lead to the the water’s edge. All the houses are built on stilts, as land and water determine the 
imprecise edge of firm ground. Wood is by far the predominant building material, although on the mainland’s 
edge some one-storey concrete bungalows are visible. Large logs from inland forests are transported by 
water on a network of rivers and creeks to the Lagos lagoon, and to Makoko. There is a sawmill not far from 
the settlement, which provides the timber planks. But not all can afford them, and a variety of makeshift 
solutions can be seen. There is no official provision of infrastructure of any kind: no water, no electricity, no 
sewerage. A few illegal electrical connections appear here and there, and there are some communal water 
points. An independent system of pipes paid for by residents brings in water from boreholes in neighbouring 
Sogunro. Movement in the area is mostly on water, in dugout punts.

E   Topography 

  The structure is floats on the murky, dark, sludgy water of the lagoon. The depth of the water is quite shallow, 
around one metre, with limited tidal excursion. Exceptional flooding occurs three or four times a year, and 
Makoko residents are greatly affected by it, due to their lack of effective coping strategies and the general 
absence of drainage systems.

III.  Programme 
 
A.   How were the architects and specialists chosen? 

  Kunle Adeyemi and NLÉ architects initiated the project in May 2011, after being intrigued by the sheer 
existence of the settlement and visiting Makoko for the first time. The conceptual design phase was developed 
on a volunteer basis to meet one of the community’s most pressing needs, that of the expansion of its only 
school. Through a personal connection with Noah Shemede in particular, who had initiated the educational 
facility in 2008, and his older brother, Baale Emmanuel Shemede, discussion started on how to provide 
a building that could help the community. NLÉ’s vision led to the development of a prototype that could 
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serve a larger “Lagos Water Communities Project”, a holistic urban development vision for water-based 
communities in Nigeria and elsewhere. In late 2011, with support of the Heinrich Böll Foundation, one of 
the most active NGOs in the areas, Kunle and his team developed the detail design scheme as a result of an 
intensive research campaign. In 2012 UNDP offered to support the construction of the project through its 
“Climate Change Adaptation Project for Africa” campaign, and this was a timely decision, given that in July 
of the same year the State Ministry of Waterfront Infrastructure Development issued a 72-hour quit notice 
to residents, and fierce contestations ensued. The construction of the building contributed to a strong public 
push back against the demolition project.

B.   Functional requirements 

  The project is not a “conventional” response to a brief. It’s a statement of at least two intentions: one, to 
deliberately put Makoko on the map, as means to resist the government’s decision to evict the inhabitants of 
the settlement; and secondly, to provide much-needed additional school space for the community’s children. 
Conceptually the design proposes a “watercraft” structure that would be self-sustaining and adaptable for 
a variety of building typologies, to gradually cultivate an improved quality of architecture, urbanism and 
living on water. The extremely experimental approach of merging a fairly ordinary A-frame structure with 
a floating raft was targeted at allowing for local carpenters to be in charge of the construction process, 
facilitating an integrated social development, and providing for simple maintenance and upkeep operations. 

IV.  Description 

A.   Building data 

  The building is a 10 m x 10 m wide and 10 m tall A-shaped pyramid. 

  It has three levels. 

  On the first level is a 100 m2 open space. 

  On the second level is a 50 m2 enclosed classroom space. 

  On the third level is a 50 m2 semi-enclosed multi-purpose space. 

  The total surface, including service space, is 220 m2.

B.   Evolution of design concepts 

  Response to physical constraints 

  The building is a floating structure, floating being the operative word in terms of the response to the local 
conditions. All the existing buildings in Makoko are on stilts, mediating the transition between land and water. 
Flooding represents a major challenge to ensuring healthy living conditions, because of its repercussions on 
insecurity, disease spread, waste accumulation, inadequacy of drainage and poor energy connections. The 
project in itself is conceived as a prototype “watercraft” to respond to climate change and a growing urban 
population. It does so in combining the traditional pitched roof shelter of Makoko structures with the floating 
technology of a raft that can both adapt to varying water levels and be moved to fit the needs of the users.
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  The initial mooring system envisioned four anchors at each corner and a combination of temporary metal and 
wooden posts to keep it in place. However, this has required additional solutions to allow for a more stable 
and fixed docking. At the moment the temporary solution is to have the village side of the building rest along 
a row of wooden and metal poles, with the anchors ostensibly working to pull in the other direction, towards 
the open lagoon from where the dominant wind and storms come from.

  Response to user requirements 

  The project offers spaces that can accommodate a multiplicity of communal users, without predetermining 
much. The first level is almost entirely open and exposed. The dugout canoes can moor easily on the edge of 
the platform. The classroom space on the second level is in essence one big rectangular room, with operable 
panel window louvers on its long side facing the staircase, and top slit windows on the opposite side. The 
space is well ventilated, albeit a little dark. Three vertical columns mark the modular structural rhythm and 
provide a support for potential classroom partitions. The third level is a semi-enclosed terrace, directly under 
the roof, open towards the staircase side and enclosed on the more exposed side. The two short sides are ideal 
balconies from which to observe the surroundings.

  Purely formal aspects 

  The floating school is an A-shaped frame with exposed structure. There is no real ornamentation, besides 
the elegance of its structural articulation and assembly. In continuing the analogy with a sailing boat, 
even though almost entirely symmetrical along its longitudinal axis, the exterior treatment of the structure 
clearly identifies a weather and a lee side. The weather side (towards the lagoon) is more closed, the roof 
sheeting covering more than half of it, whereas the lee side (towards the mainland and the village) is where 
the staircase and vertical connection/service space are located, in a sort of box structure that supports the 
horizontal portion of the roof where the solar panels are located. The 2,5 m x 2,5 m modularity of the square 
plan is repeated in the elevation, and the triangular profile of the whole is carried through the lateral bracings. 
In general, it appears to be a robust skeleton of wood and bamboo poles.

  Landscaping

  The structure is conceived as a stand-alone prototype, that could later be replicated. Given its intrinsic 
floating nature, there are no landscaping provisions.

C.   Structure, materials, technology 

   Structural systems 

  The entire structure is assembled joining wooden elements with simple nails and double joints, and no tools 
more sophisticated than a hand drill. 

  Materials

  Structural members 
  The foundation raft is assembled with plastic barrels and wooden frames.
  The A-frame superstructure is assembled with local hard-wood (Eki, Akun) beams and bamboo joists.

  Infill materials 
  Wooden panels and bamboo louvers.
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  Renderings and finishes 
  Roofing is assembled with metal sheets and interior reed ceiling.

  Building services, site utilities

  Very limited services are installed. There is one dry toilet located at the ground level, with the provision of a 
rainwater gutter to fill a bucket, and a ventilation pipe for the pit.

  A series of PV solar panels are installed on the roof and power a line of batteries, charge controller and 
inverter that feed the electrical system.

D.   Origin of

  Technology

  Most of the building technology, i.e., wood assembly and joining relies on local skill sets. The anchoring 
systems are borrowed from naval technology. 

  Materials

  Wood and bamboo are sourced locally. The plastic barrels used for buoyancy were recycled locally. The 
aluminium metal sheeting for the roof is produced in Nigeria. The galvanised-steel anchor chains and anchors 
are also locally manufactured.

  Labour force

  All the labour force was found on site. 

  Professionals

  Architects:     NLÉ architects are based in Amsterdam and Lagos
  Contractors:     There was no specific contractor
  Consultants:     Most of the structural and naval consultants are Dutch. 
          Local counterparts helped provide specifications as to what was available
          on the Nigerian market.

V.   Construction Schedule and Costs 

A.   History of project design and implementation 

  May 2011:      First visit to community
  December 2011:   Start design
  November 2012:   Design end
  September 2012:   Construction start: flotation mock-up and testing
  November 2012:   Start of the assembly of the buoyancy platform
  December 2012:   Completion of the A-frame
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  March 2013:     Completion of construction
  May 2013:     Completion of building energy, waste and water systems
  2015:       Handover to the community

B.   Total costs and main sources of financing 

  The construction costs totalled at 50’900 USD. Financing was provided by UNDP.

C.   Qualitative analysis of costs 

  At 230 USD/m2 the structure is not expensive by international standards of building classrooms in 
developmental conditions. It has to be noted that most of it is open space, and only 50 m2 are really completely 
enclosed. 

D.   Maintenance costs and ongoing costs and “life performance” of building 

  There is no data available for maintenance costs; however, all the major repairs due to the drifting of the 
structure have definitely been expensive. The community so far has struggled to set aside the funds necessary 
to do small routine maintenance, such as replacing wooden elements, or changing light fixtures. 

VI.  Technical Assessment 

A.   Functional assessment 

  During the visit the structure was not in use. The main challenge has been the anchoring devices at the bottom 
of the lagoon. The initial solution with four anchors at each corner failed at some point at the beginning of the 
rainy thunderstorm season, and caused the Floating School to drift. The state of abandonment of the structure 
has caused the rapid wear of some of its fixtures, and the inside of the classroom space and the toilet will need 
maintenance and repairs before resuming operations.

B.   Climatic performance 

  There are very few mechanical systems used. It was not possible to verify the functioning of the electrical 
system, but recent images show it was working. The dry toilet is not functioning because of poor maintenance. 
For the rest, open cross-ventilation and natural lighting are available throughout the structure. The A-profile 
and the absence of roof overhangs offer very limited protection to wind-driven heavy rains, and there are 
points at which the infiltration of rain water has caused minor damages.

C.   Response to treatment of water and rainfall 

  Part of the rainwater is collected through a gutter pipe in a bucket inside the toilet space on the first level. 
The toilet is a dry-pit system that collects the waste in a tank located within the foundation raft. A ventilation 
pipe provides evacuation for the vapour from the composting process.
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D.   Choice of materials, level of technology

  Materials are all locally sourced, and the assembly technology is quite basic, which has allowed local 
community empowerment in both construction and upkeep.

E.   Response to, and planning for, emergency situations 

  The project is predicated on a holistic response to climate change and in particular to a rise in sea level and 
floods. In that it is clearly successful. The temporary anchoring solution currently in place is a testament of 
the challenges of finding a mooring device that allows for both flexibility and stability. 

F.   Ageing and maintenance problems 

  The overall quality of the carpentry and assembly is good. However, being in an exposed tropical environment 
which is harsh both in the hot and dry season as well as in the damp and rainy months has produced significant 
wear and tear in the building. Further, the relatively little use as a school, its original purpose, over the three 
years of the building’s life, also means that the users have dedicated limited care and maintenance. There is 
no control over access to the structure, so further minor damage has been caused by vandalism. Given the 
very limited resources which are available in the community, it is understandable that repairs have not been 
kept up to speed, with the weathering the marine environment is producing on the wood. 

G.   Design features 

  The Floating School is a 10-metre-high, A-frame-shaped pyramid, measuring 10 m x 10 m at the base. 

  The ballast which supports the base structure and provides its buoyancy is made of 16 wooden modules, each 
2.5 m x 2.5 m and each containing 16 plastic barrels. On top of this, three levels are organised, each 2.5 m 
apart. 

  The first is an open area, accessible from all sides. From here a staircase leads upstairs. Behind the staircase 
is located a small toilet. 

  On the second level is an enclosed space, 5 m x 10 m, which is intended to serve as one or multiple classrooms, 
depending on the partition to be put in place. 

  Above this, a final third level, again 5 m x 10 m, provides a semi-enclosed venue for multiple activities.

  Metal sheeting covers the pitched roof slopes, and integrates a solar panel system.

H.  Impact of the project on the site 

  The project has had a great impact on the site, but not connected to any increased vehicular movement. What 
has been alleged is that the drifting of the structure when the anchor chains broke has caused some damage 
to the neighbouring buildings.
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I.   Durability and long-time viability of the project

  The project is caught in a challenging position, given that its operations as a school only started in 2015, two 
years after it was completed, and now it is facing a temporary stop. 

J.   Interior design and furnishing

  No built-in furniture is provided. The building is quite skeletal in its exposure of structure and assembly. At 
the second level, which is the most enclosed one, alternate plywood panelling and horizontal louvers act as 
windows that modulate ventilation and lighting. 

VII.  Users 

A.   Description of those who use or benefit from the project 

  The Floating School is conceived as an expansion of the only existing school in Makoko. The Whanyinna 
runs nine classes from nursery to primary grade six, with teachers from within the community and two from 
outside. Currently, 249 students are enrolled in the school, and 39 of them, in grades five and six, were 
taking classes in the Floating School prior to its temporary closure. The education is provided free of charge, 
although at times, when the school is not able to secure enough donations to cover its operating costs, parents 
are asked to contribute. More than a 1,000 children are on a waiting list for access to schooling. 

B.   Response to project by clients, users, community, etc. 

  What do architectural professionals and the cultural “intelligentsia” think about the project?

  In Nigeria and abroad, the project has found immediate resonance and enjoyed huge popularity. Its photogenic 
nature has captured the imagination of many architects, students and critics, and it has definitely become an 
emblematic image of hope as a bottom-up solution for the future. 

  What do neighbours and those in the immediate vicinity think about the project? 

  I was able to meet with a number of community stakeholders to try and gauge specific responses, namely:
  
  • Noah Shemede, founder and headmaster of Whanyinna Nursery & Primary School, Makoko
  • Baale Steve Aji
  • Toby Jeje, son of Baale Jeje
  • Daniel, chief carpenter on the project

  In general, the community is extremely proud of the project and its symbolic status in front of the Third 
Mainland Bridge, as a signal of the presence of Makoko on a world map. There is acute awareness that 
through social media and the Internet the global reach of the iconic structure has made the global community 
conscious of Makoko and that its children exist and need support. On the other hand, there is a sense of 
urgency and mixed concern about the actual use of the school. Parents and community leaders want the 
children to be safe, and they feel that until the mooring of the structure is completely secured they will not 
risk sending them there.
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VIII.  Persons Involved 

  Project team:        NLÉ, Makoko Community Building Team, BKVV Architects, 
             Dykstra – Naval Architects, Pieters Bouwtechniek, SPCIT, 
             Roel Bosch Architecten, Ikeyi & Arifayan, Matrix Designs, 
             Solarmate Engineering Ltd.

  NLÉ team:        Kunlé Adeyemi, Lisa Anderson, Thijs Bouman, Leslie Ebony, 
             Marije Nederveen, Segun Omodele, Adekunle Olusola, 
             Chryso Onisiforou, Martin Oreoluwa, Berend Strijland, 
             Monica Velasco.

  Makoko Waterfront Community:  The Baales of Makoko/Iwaya Waterfront Community, 
             with special mention of Baale Emmanuel Shemede, 
             Noah Jesutin Shemede, Jeunbete Shemede, 
             Makoko Community Development Association & Youth Leaders 
             and Makoko Floating School Building Team.

  Technical collaborators:    Blok Kats van Veen Architects, Dykstra – Naval Architects, 
             Thieu Besselink, Roel Bosch, Urhahn + Borra, Pieters Bouwtechniek, 
             Ikeyi & Arifayan, Matrix Design & Works Nig. Ltd., 
             Solarmate Engineering Ltd.
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The Floating School is located on the eastern edge of Makoko, just south of the mouth of the main canal. 
Access is by boat only.

Conceptually the design proposes a “watercraft” structure that would be self-sustaining and adaptable 
for a variety of building typologies, to gradually cultivate an improved quality of architecture, urbanism 
and living on water.



On the first level is a 100 m2 open space, almost entirely open and exposed. The dugout canoes can moor 
easily on the edge of the platform.

The initial mooring system envisioned four anchors at each corner and a combination of temporary 
metal and wooden posts to keep it in place. However, this has required additional solutions to allow for a 
more stable and fixed docking such as the temporary poles.



On the third level is a 50 m2 semi-enclosed multi-purpose space.

The state of abandonment of the structure has caused the rapid wear of some of its fixtures, and the in-
side of the classroom space and the toilet will need maintenance and repairs.



The A-profile and the absence of roof overhangs offer very limited protection to wind-driven heavy 
rains, and there are points at which the infiltration of rain water has caused minor damages.

A series of PV solar panels are installed on 
the roof and power a line of batteries, charge 
controller and inverter that feed the electrical 
system.




